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Abstract
Starting、、rith silnple frictional―d latancy model in silnple shear, a deformation model is
analitically introduced  This model is evaluated by experirnental results. Then, the author
develops rnore reasonable model based on experilnental evidences  ln this paper,the author's
state parameter S plays an important role
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Introduction
For a study of shearing deformation of granular materials,to bigin、vith,the behaviour in
sirnple shear condition must be appreciated,  In this case,attention must be focussed on t、vo
irnportant features: friction and dilatancy.  Paying attention to these foundamental character‐
istics pecuhar to granular materials, the author originany proposed a ne、■‐ parameter s to
measure degree of shear deformation(ふ/1orOtO,1976).  The reasOn to introduce the parameter
S is aS f0110ws,  The plastic、vork done due to shear is largely depending on deformation path
and only the form of
S= (inCrement of plastic work done)(connning pressure)
an interesting state parameter for specifying degree of shearing process.
In this paper,adopting a simple friction―dilatancy model,the author ananticany derives the
parameter s and a function tt obtained froni the normal condition  Thus the characteristics
of shear deformation is appreciated.  Then, this simple deformation model is evaluated by
refernece to existing experilnental results.
Next,based on experirnental evidence,the author's state parameter is studied and a more
reasonable and realistic deformation model is proposed.
Si】■ple ttlodel
Starting Ⅵ〆ith a simple t、vo deformtional model illustrated in Fig.1 、vhere the sample is
subjected to shear stress『 under normal stress σ,the ulting shear distortion and volurne
change are expressed by shear strain γ and volumetric strainぞ/re pectively.  In the sample,a
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